Platform Designed To
Provide Real-Time Data
Heads of the organization can remotely view the activity of
their business through a mobile application. To see the
costs and profit, approve bills for payment, view the
attendance of employees and the current workload of the
staff.

Keep Trackable Statistic

Custom Solution
We do not sell a finished product. AIM Team
individually approaches each client because
everyone has their own, unique style of doing
business. Preliminary we conduct business
analysis to find how interdependent the
departments are, assessing current
complexities and internal workflows. After
acquiring information, AIM team will produce a
hosted platform with integration of your
business processes.

The AIM platform keeps complete statistics on all
activities. Saves the history of work performed, projects,
and orders. At any time, you can open the history and see
how the work went through, find out at what stage the
current project is in, see if the delays and problems have
occurred.

Streamline Your Business
The AIM platform is a complete solution for business
automation. All departments of the enterprise including
data are centralized, this avoids double work in
departments and saves time and corporate funds.

Contact AIM Team
Phone: (925) 302-6101
Email: inquiry@alfatekcorp.com

Official Website
https://www.aimxpert.com
https://demo.aimxpert.com

Presentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IPozkcRz8
E&feature=youtu.be

ALFATEK
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Platform designed to
Automate your
Business Operation.

What is AIM?
AIM is the business operation platform that
allows to digitize and connect every process of
your company in the single console. With AIM,
you can run all aspects of your business
through secure, multi-level management
modules that can be purchased and shifted
based on your business needs. It does not
matter what business line you take, how big or
small you are; AIM can provide you with the
functionality modules you need to fully
understand your business run in the real time.
Similar to most popular program SAP, AIM
comes with the number of benefits and
simplifications during the implementation stage
as well as day to day operation.

Key Benefits

Technologies
Behind AIM
Platform Hosted

 AIM can be provisioned through onprem installation or online-hosting
implementation.
 AIM can be integrated with the ERP,
HR and CRM systems through API
integration.
 AIM platform comes with Multi-Level
Management module as a build in
feature.
 AIM platform comes with the Mobile
App that allows accessing any level
of the portal depending on the
access rights.
 AIM can be integrated with your
Active Directory and support SSO
implementation.
 Fast Deployment, average 2 months

Supported Integrations

Compatibility

